The stress response resolution assay. II. Quantitative assessment of environmental agent/condition effects on cellular stress resolution outcomes in epithelium.
Cellular stress responses consist of a complex network of pathways and linked processes that, when perturbed, are postulated to have roles in the pathogenesis of various human diseases. To assess the impact of environmental insults upon this network, we developed a novel stress response resolution (SRR) assay for investigation of cellular stress resolution outcomes and the effects of environmental agents and conditions thereupon. SRR assay-based criteria identified three distinct groups of surviving cell clones, including those resembling parental cells, those showing Hprt/HPRT mutations, and a third type, "Phenotype-altered" clones, that occurred predominantly in cells pretreated with a chemical mutagen, was heterogeneous in nature, and expressed significant alterations in cell morphology and/or function compared with parental cells. Further evaluation of Phenotype-altered clones found evidence of various alterations that resembled epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, phenotype switching, checkpoint dysfunction, senescence barrier bypass, and/or epigenetic reprogramming. Phenotype-altered clones were found to occur spontaneously in a cell line with a mutator phenotype, to represent the major surviving clone type in a variation of the SRR assay, and to be tumorigenic in nude mice. Assessment of SRR assay final results showed that pretreatment with a chemical mutagen induced significant changes in cellular stress response prosurvival capacity, in damage avoidance versus damage tolerance stress resolution outcomes, and in the damage burden in the final surviving cell populations. Taken together, these results support the conclusion that use of the SRR assay can provide novel insights into the role of environmental insults in the pathogenesis of cancer and other human diseases.